2014 Citroen Concept car
Lot sold

USD 0
EUR 0 (listed)

Baujahr

2014

Losnummer

Lenkung

Links

Zustand

Gebraucht

Standort

219
Außenfarbe

Sonstige

Automobiltyp

Sonstige

Beschreibung
French registration
156 hp
1598 cm3
Petrol
6 speeds gear box
- Acquire a unique piece
- Help save the lives of several children
- New out of the factory
SALE TO THE BENEFIT OF MCNAT CHIRURGIE CARDIAQUE
GIFT FROM DS BRAND
This concept, like the previous one, is the result of a team up between the Centre de Style DS and
Ines de la Fressange Paris, a free spirit stemming from fashion who has brought her experienced eye
to the choice of graphics, materials, and colours. The style is strong and thought-through in every
detail. DS 3 Cabrio, also a unique piece, is adorned with a shiny Perla Nera black hue highlighting the
Bleu Infini matt roof combined with a Bleu Infini canvas. This model is also punctuated with " Rouge
Ines " outside mirror. The car features a new Signature Lumineuse, superb 17" Aphrodite diamante
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rims and Bleu Granit grained leather seats of exceptional quality underlined with discrete white
topstitching.
DS Brand has donated this unique car to M‚c‚nat Chirurgie Cardiaque that is selling it to raise funds
for its charity work.
The car is sold without buyer premium. The whole amount will be given to the charity.
The Centre de Style DS and Ines de la Fressange Paris collaborated together to imagine two unique
and attractive car Concepts, one based on a DS 3 and the other based on a DS 3 Cabrio.The DS Brand
has donated these two cars to the association M‚c‚nat Chirurgie Cardiaque Enfants du Monde, which
in turn is selling them to raise funds for its charity work. Founded in 1996 by Professor Francine Leca
and Patrice Roynette, M‚c‚nat Chirurgie Cardiaque allows children with heart defects and originating
from developing countries with lack of technical and financial means, to have heart surgery in
France. The average total cost of care of one child is ?12,000. Since the association was founded,
more than 2,500 children have been treated exclusively with the help of private funds.
Donations and information: www.mecenat-cardiaque.org.
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